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The increased work load on the 8542A  tomatic  etwork  alyzer
revealed a need for a more efficient and flexible system to
support measurement as well as software development projects.  A
search for such a system resulted in the choice of the moving
head disc operating system (DOS-M). The conversion of the ANA
operating system to DOS-M enhanced the operation and efficiency
of the 8542A ANA.
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SUMMARY

To ease the work load of the Hewlett Packard 8542A Automatic
Network Analyzer, a more efficient operating system was desirable.
The first step in implementing a more efficient system involved
converting the existing system from a basic control system (BCS)
to a moving head disc operating system (DOS-M). The new operating
system made the Automatic Network Analyzer a more efficient and
more flexible measurement tool. However, the incompatibilities
between the BCS and DOS-M driver interrupt systems and other
enhancements to the system created additional difficulties.

'To make the new system operational, input-output instructions
were changed to DOS-M EXEC calls, several BCS drivers were
modified, and new drivers and file managers were written.  Even
after these changes were made, extensive work on the user measure-
ment programs was necessary before the programs were ready to run
under the DOS-M system.

The efficiency of this disc system is intensified by its processing
speed and disc storage capability.  The operating system provides
fast processing of programs which in turn permits optimum use of
the equipment. The new software has been modified to store the

-      calibration and measurement data on the disc. This additional
memory with disc storage provides the capability for more diver-
sified programs. Storing the calibration data on the disc permits -

-» the sharing of computer time for the development of software as
well as the use of the computer for measurement.

Additional improvements to take advantage of all available system
capabilities are now under development. Features of the new
system will include frequency handling abilities, storing BCS
absolute programs on disc, running these programs from disc,
and storing data on a second disc. Init ial application programs
to read the measurement data from the disc and perform routine
data reduction have already been written.
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DISCUSSION

SCOPE AND PURPOSE

During development work on the characterizatiod of RF components
and test fixtures, special measurement and statistical analysis
software was required. These needs made it apparent that the
paper tape system used on the Automatic Network Analyzer could
not adequately support the work load. As a result, the ANA was
converted from the BCS to the DOS-M system. Although the necessary
software has not been completed, the DOS-M is operational.

ACTIVITY

System Information

Although the Hewlett-Packard 8542A Automatic Network Analyzer
(ANA) was a major improvement over the slotted line, it did not
efficiently support the work load at Bendix. The ANA is faster
and more efficient than the slotted line but in operation the
software system lacked the flexibility to make optimum use of the
equipment.  A system capable of expanding with the needs of the
work load was required.

Basic Control System (BCS), the software system in operation in
the ANA, could not support the work load because of the inaccessi-
bility of the ANA during a calibration measurement program. This
in turn created another problem: lack of computer time to develop
special purpose and data reduction software. Because the calibration
data was stored in core, an interruption in the measurement
program required recalibration of the ANA. Consequently, ANA
time for developing software was nearly impossible to obtain.

To reduce the amount of work on the ANA, software was developed
to handle miscellaneous data reduction on the two other mini-
computers available. However, these programs required  the  data
to be entered manually or by paper tape which not only introduced
errors but also was time consuming.

Accessibility and efficient use of the ANA was a major concern in
the conversion from BCS to the Moving Head Disc Operating System
(DOS-M). ANA efficiency may be defined as the availability of
the system to make measurements and also be accessible for software
development and data reduction with little or no system idle
time. At minimum, this requires the storage of the calibration
data and restoration df this data when the user is ready to
measure or resume measuring.

5
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Before the system was converted, all measurement programs   for  use
-      with the ANA were run under BCS: This involved handling paper

tape for editing, compiling, and running user programs. The
efficiency of the BCS was low because of the time required to
produce an absolute user measurement program.

A search began for a system that would allow for the type of
flexibility and efficiency needed without investing in a new
analyzer. The Moving Head Disc Operating System was the best
candidate. With DOS-M, the system was capable of storing cali-
bration as well as measurement data on the disc and of handling
more diversified programs. However, many incompatibilities
between DOS-M and BCS existed.

Features of DOS-M System

The Moving Head Disc Operating System possesses three items which
provide the type of flexibility needed on the ANA to support the
work load:

•    The ease of editing, compiling, and running user programs;

•    The capability of setting up disc files to store data; and

•   The capability of segmenting and overlaying user programs.

Editing, compiling, and running user programs utilizes computer
-       time efficiently. Storage of data on disc files and overlaying

user programs enhances the efficient use of memory as well as
computer time.

A one-port measurement program and two two-port measurement
programs were converted to disc programs. The major modification
in the operation of the disc programs is the capability to store
the calibration data on disc files. Each measurement program has
a unique set of disc files which serve to store the calibration
data. Other than the lack of paper tape, the user will not
experience any significant deviation in running the disc version
of the programs.

Storing the calibration data on the disc allows interruption of
a measurement program without destroying the calibration. When
the operator is ready to resume, the user program reads the
calibration from the disc and enters the data into the common
area   of the .program.

In addition to storing the calibration data on the disc, the
measurement programs store the frequency list and measurement
data on the disc. Programs altered to run under DOS-M furnish
the needed flexibility on the ANA system.

6



Functional User Programs

Three measurement programs are now operational on the disc
system: ADS01, ADS02, and ADR02. These programs were divided

-,into several sections and linked  to  make  up one executing program.
-      Each block (Figure 1) is a separate segment. Segmenting was

extremely important because of the lack of a computer core in the
ANA system. All information required for smooth operation is
passed from segment to segment via the common area or disc storage.
Dividing the programs into segments rather than one operating
program and subroutines preserved memory.

Disc version programs require only a small amount of deviation in
the user response. Three areas of response do change:

The frequency input section,

•    Recalling calibration data, and

•    Storing measured data on disc files.

Frequency handling in the disc program differs from the original
measurement programs.  The frequencies for calibration and measure-
ment can be entered as a START, STOP, and STEP input, in discrete

-      format--or as a combination of the two. After entering the
frequencies, the program stores each one on the disc in discrete

' form. When these frequencies are needed, they are retrieved
from the disc file. In addition, a section in the program will
also punch a paper tape list of the individual frequencies.

Storage of the calibration data on the disc files is a necessity
on the ANA system.  Under the BCS system, the calibration array
was stored in the COMMON area of the program. When the measurement
program was terminated, the calibration was destroyed. DOS-M
stores the same array on the disc file and recalls this data
whenever required. The measurement program can be terminated any
time after the calibration has been completed without losing the
calibration data.

Calibrating the DOS-M system does not vary from the BCS system.
All user responses remain   the same. However, the internal program
operation was altered to accommodate disc file storage.  After
each frequency measurement has been completed, the program writes
the adjusted calibration data on the disc. Consequently, the
program holds only one piece of data and one frequency at one
time.

The disc version of the programs includes a section to store the
measurement data on disc. The corrected measurement data is

-      stored in the file designated by the user. The specific disc
file for storing the data must be created by the user before this
section of the program can be run. As many files as needed can
be created and stored.
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MAIN LINE-PROGRAMS: ADSOl. 7 I.  CLSOI

CALIBRATION SECTION

SEGMENTS

BDSOl                   CDSOl   CMS01 ,#  EDSOl

TRANSISTOR WRITES THE
MEASUREMENT, GENERAL TASK REFERENCE

-I -' .-

PROGRAM TWO PORT SELECTION PLANE AND
MEASUREMENT SEGMENT- CORRECTED
PROGRAM SAVES COMPUTER MEASUREMENT

CORE DATA TO A
' DESIGNATED

MAIN LINE PROGRAM. FILEADS02

SEGMENTS

BDS02 CDS02
b<

EDS02  4*---

TRANSISTOR GENERAL TWO #t WRITES THE REFERENCE
MEASUREMENT PORT MEASUREMENT PLANE AND CORRECTED
PROGRAM PROGRAM DATA TO A DESIGNATED

DISC FILE

CLS02 CMS02

- CALIBRATION TASK SELECTION
SECTION SEGMENT-SAVES

COMPUTER CORE

MAIN LINE PROGRAM ADR02

CLR02 , BDR02 CMR02

CALIBRATION SPECIAL REFLECTION TASK-
-

SECTION FORiBILATERAL -SELECTION
PASS I VE 1-)-0--PORT   DEVICES - SEGMENT-SAVES

Awl. - COMPUTER CORE

DDR02 CDROT  r- EDR02  .4--

SPECIAL GENERAL PUNCHES
STATISTICAL SINGLE PORT MEASUREMENT
REFLECTION REFLECTION DATA ONTO
MEASUREMENT MEASUREMENT PAPER TAPE

Figure 1. Box Diagrams of Disc Version Measurement Programs
(Each Box Represents a Segment  or  a Main Line Program)
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This feature allows for future reference to the data for data
manipulation directly from the disc without manual handling.
Special-purpose software has been written to read a desired
number of data files from the disc and perform statistical
analysis or routine data reduction. Storing the measured data on
the disc files allows for the most efficient use of computer
time.

BCS Paper Tape Programs

Although much computer time and many engineering and programming
hours have been spent to convert the system, modification of all
user BCS programs required   has  not been accomplished. Therefore,
a two-program package has been adopted from the HP user's library
to  store  and run absolute BCS programs  from  the  disc.

The first program, Basic Binary Loader, reads the absolute paper ,
tape and stores it on disc. The second program, Load, reads the
program off the disc and loads it into core.

One disadvantage of these programs is that the disc system must
be restarted once the program has terminated. Nevertheless,
handling paper tape programs is eliminated.

Incompatibilities

Up to this point, all of the DOS-M features which are currently
functional on the system have been mentioned. However, the
incompatibilities to be corrected before these features were
available have not been discussed. The main incompatibility
between BCS and DOS-M was the two interrupt systems. Other areas
requiring alteration included drivers, file managers, and special
BCS  subprograms.

With the BCS, all interrupts were handled within the absolute
program itself. When the relocatable software is compiled under
BCS, the input/output control package and subroutines are included
in the program. Therefore, the program is independent. DOS-M,
on the other hand, requires the program to call a central EXEC
routine. This EXEC routine handles all system interrupts and
assigns input/output priorities.

Because of differences in the interrupt systems and Memory Protect,
new drivers were written using the DOS-M format. Two drivers,
8419B voltmeter interface card and GP044 synthesizer control
card, were adopted from two RTE-II drivers written by Sandia
Laboratories (Albuquerque) personnel. These two drivers were
modified for DOS-M operation (Figure 2).

Several BCS programs  were also altered  for DOS-M operation.
Although the operation of the altered programs remained equivalent
to the standard ANA programs, all input/output machine instructions

9
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DVR10 X-4 PLOTTER DRIVER •  USED WITH SCOP4 AND DVR46
.  OUTPUTS X-Y PLOTS OF CRT

DATA DISPLAY
.  ALLOWS ONLY CLEAR AND WRITE

REQUESTS: WRITE REQUESTS
OUTPUTS THE GIVEN BUFFER TO
THE PLOTTER

DVR40 BIAS SUPPLY DRIVER ACCEPTS CLEAR AND WRITE OPERATION:
OUTPUTS THE FIRST 16 BIT WORD IN
THE BUFFER PASSED TO IT BY EXEC

DVR42 84198 INTERFACE •  USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH MWDVR
CARD DRIVER AND DVR44
(VOLTMETER) .  ACCEPTS ONE WORD READ/WRITE

CALLS AND STATUS CALLS: READ
CALLS READ DVM: WRITE CALLS SET
UP THE CONTROL FUNCTIONS OF THE
84198

. STATUS CALLS RETURN  "-1"  IF  THE
LINE IS BUSY

*  DRIVER ADAPTED FROM AN RTE-11
DRIVER WRITTEN BY SANDIA
LABORATORIES PERSONNEL

DVR44 GP044 SYNTHESIZER
CONTROL CARD DRIVER •  USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH bVR42

AND MWDVR
.  ACCEPTS ONLY THREE WORD WRITE

REQUESTS
*  DRIVER ADAPTED FROM AN RTE-11

DRIVER WRITTEN BY SANDIA
LABORATORIES PERSONNEL

DVR46 CRT DRIVER .  OPERATES IN CONJUNCTION WITH
-                            SCOP4 TO PROVIDE PLOTTING OF

--    "      -                                                                   DATA  POINTS  AND  ASCII   CHARACTERS
ON OSCILLOSCOPE OF ANA

•  ALLOWS ONLY TWO CONTROL REQUESTS:
--INITIATES PLOT OR BAILOUT
--CLEARS PLOT OR BAILOUT

•  ALLOWS ONLY ONE WRITE REQUEST:
--DUMPS A SCOP4 PREPARED BUFFER
TO CRT SCREEN

1

Figure 2. Drivers Written or Adapted for DOS-M
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were changed to DOS-M EXEC calls. The only exception to this is
the oscilloscope plotting routine. These programs are summarized
in Figure 3.

File Managers

File management programs were written to store the corrected
measured data on disc and retrieve the data as needed. Sub-
routines WTWA ( Write To Work Area), and RFWA (Read From Work
Area), manipulate all the data storing and retrieving for the
disc measurement programs. Both of these routines allow for
sequential or random updating (for WTWA) and retrieval (for
RFWA).                                 -

WTWA stores the frequency list and the calibration data on the
disc. In storing the frequency list, WTWA allows for discrete
and stepped frequency combinations. RFWA retrieves the frequency
list and calibration data from disc files stored by WTWA. The
measurement data is written to disc files and read from disc
files witha routine, (DISC), adopted from the Hewlett-Packard
user's library and modified for operation in the ANA system.
These three routines control all reading and writing of data to
and from'disc files for the DOS-M system.

Special Purpose Programs

One special purpose program (RDSTD) to statistically manipulate
the data read from the disc has been written. RDSTD was written
for a measurement job involving applique and deposited spiral
inductors. This program is operational in conjunction with up to
20 data files stored on disc by ADS01, the two-port measurement
program. Output   from the program includes averaged IB-parameters,
real and imaginary, and calculated. series resistance: Figure 4
illustrates a typical output of RDSTD.

RFPSD is being completed to run under the disc system. The
program will aid in determining the degree to which lumped param-
eters can be used for device characterization, the proper reference
plane location, and the equivalent lumped circuit elements of the
inductance or capacitance circuit model of the lumped element
being measured. In addition to containing full two-part s-parameter
measurement routines with plotting capabilities, program RFPSD
can store and retrieve data from the disc or paper tape. Figure 5
lists the various tasks available in RFPSD.

       ACCOMPLISHMENTS

DOS-M has the flexibility to meet the needs of any work load.
Special purpose programs can be developed to support any type of

11



PROGRAM NAME FUNCTION COMMENTS

BAILl ESTABLISHES BAILOUT FUNCTION ALTERATIONS INVOLVED
CHANGING IOG MACHINE

BDTAl DATA STATEMENT PUNCHING · INSTRUCTIONS TO DOS-M
S-PARAMETERS EXEC CALLS

BDTA2 cDATA STATEMENT PUNCHING
OPERATION OF

SINGLE PARAMETER
ALTERED PROGRAMS ·IS
EQUIVALENT TO
STANDARD ANA PROGRAMS

NPLTl FORMATS A COMPLETE FLOATING
POINT NUMBER AND DISPLAYS IT ON
THE OSCILLOSCOPE

SCOP4 OSCILLOSCOPE DRIVER

ERRR WRITES A SPECIFIED ASCII ERROR
CODE ON THE LINE DEVICE

loc EXTERNAL REFERENCE FOR 1/0
DEVICE REQUEST

MTWR2 MASTER INSTRUMENT DRIVER PACKAGE MODIFICATION OF AN
(MWDVR) RTE-11 PROGRAM

WRITTEN BY
BIAS1 ALLOWS CONTROL OF TRANSISTOR SANDIA LABORATORIES

BIAS SUPPLY BY A DOS-M PROGRAM PERSONNEL

Figure 3. Programs Modif ied  for DOS-M Operation

measurement job. These programs have relatively few restrictions
to their length or complexity compared to the restrictions under
BCS.

Three main features of the disc operating system stand out: storing
data files on disc for future reference, segmenting and overlaying
user   programs to conserve memory,    and   the   ease of editing, compiling,
and  running user programs. These features have improved   the
system's efficiency and usability.

-0. FUTURE WORK

Three improvements and addit ions are being investigated   for   this
system:

•    Storing several calibration data files for the same measure-
ment program,

12
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THREE TURN SPIRIL APPLIGUE IMDUCTORS 89/82/FS
FILES READ :GABit GAS21 GR831 GAS41 GASS 1

Rpt - 8.78 RP2 •   0.85
PRESIa©f S REAL AVERAGE S IMAGINARY AVERAGE RESISTANCE INDUCTANCE UNITY INDEX

(OHMS) (MH) r¥IGHITUDE ANGLE

1 .8 .8/66 .8823 . 98842+68 . 345 42 .9892 :2299
15. 8 .8294 . 1253 . 1393E+el . 367 +02 .'00. -9 6177

20. 8 .8388 . 1588 .1271E+el . 331 +82 .9777 -.2389

25. 8 .8522 .1982 .1083Efet . 34 42 .9736 -.1939

30. 8 .6696 .2321 .1 168£1 1 . 339 +02 .9788 -.6576

33. 8 .6868 .2653 .9890E+60 . 332 +62 .9633 -.775
48. 8 .1845 .2964 .64392+ee . 326 +02 .9598 : 8839

43. 8 . 125 1 .3224 .6336E+00 . 312 +02 .9547 - .1.22

Se. 0 . 1444 .3482 .27 162+61 . 299 +62 .9462 - .3631

55. e . 1680 .3708 .2783E+ea . 293 +62 .9433 - .6225

57. 8 .1604 .355r .3591E+eS . 290 +02 .9446 - .740
66. 8 .1934 .3911 . 3774E+00 . 291 +62 .9476 - .8353

62. 8 .2063 .3998 .4984&+ee , 289 +82 .9d71 - .9020

65 . 0 ,:t96 .4083 . 596OE+88 · . 289 +e2 .9452 - .9886

67. 8 .2332 .4t67 .67872+68 . 290 +62 .9447 -2.8823

78. 8 .2458 .424:1 .68672+ee . 289 +62 .9429 - .9349

72. 0 .2569 .4338 . 5989E+68 . 298 +e2 .9433 - .8925

75.8 .2728 .4403 .5772E+ee . 291 +02 .9430 - .8960

77. 8 .2957 .4471 . 5655E+00 . 293 +02, .9396 - .7809

86 . 8 .2992 .4528 .66SBE+08 . 294 +82 .9488 - .6481

62. 8 .3125 .4SGS .944AE+ee ..293 +62 .9363 - .6616

85 . 8 .3264 .4626 . 879 lE+68 . 297 +02 .9372 - .5846

87. 8 .3486 .4678 .991SE+68 . 381 +82 .9344 - .3834

96. 8 .3557 .4719 . 1012E+61 . 308 +02 .9329 - .2146

92 . 6 .3699 .4754 .986SE+68 . 314 +02 .9338 - .0216

95 .-8 .3839 . 99 . 182#Ele 1 . 318 +02 .9321 -.9845

97. S .3974 .Apm .9164E+ee . 322 42 .9299 -1.0922

M . 8 .4116 .&877 . 716eE+ee . 327 +02 .9298 -.9998

02. 8 .4247 .4894 .8512E+08 . 332 +02 .9247 -1.0529

85. 8 .4383 .4925 .6549E+08 . 336 +02 .9261 -1.0121

07.8 .4488 .4955 . 3366E+68 . 335 4. .9248 -1.8328

le . 8 .4557 .4978 .2438E+08 . 332 42 .9289 -1.1970

12. 0 .4691 .4984 .1240E+60 . 338 +02 .9174 -1.1436

13. 0 .4797 •4995 .158AE-el . 329 +02 .9158 -1.eege

17. 8 .4902 .4996 .5790£-01 . 328 +02 .9149 -.9052

25. 0 .5004 .5017 -.3316E+60 . 327 +02 .9156 -.8806

=.0 .3160 .4998 .1976E-61 . 325 +02 .9115 -1.8191

25. 0 .s2es .4969 .1364E+ee . 327 +02 .9089 -1.0.281

27 . e .5301 .4978 .2749E+00 . 326 +62 .9578 -.9e39

35 . S .5389 .4968 .5296&008 . 324 +e2 .mES -.9362

32. i .276 .4929 .1865E+el . 323 +02 .9087 -La /91

35.68 .5577 .4910 .1287E+61 . 326 +e2 .9093 -1.8334

11 .55 .3691 .4179 .168AE+61 . 333 +62 .9117 -1.1879

46 .08 •5914 .4538 .22766+et . 344E+432 .9161 -1.1147

42.80 .5916 .4790 .35701+01 . 358E+02 .9180 -1.2282

Figure 4. Output From Program RDSTD

I    Expanding the size of the frequency list in the measurement
programs, and

•    Storing the measured data on a second disc.

These. additions would require only minor changes on the disc
version  of the measurement programs.

Storing several calibration data files on the disc would enhance
the usability of the ANA system. Although the -system can store

one set of calibration data, two measurement jobs may require
calibration at different frequencies. Minor additions to the

'i

measurement programs and the creation of new disc files are the
only modifications needed. This would not affect the operation
of the measurement programs.

The efficiency of the systems would increase by expanding the
size of the frequency list for calibration. This development
eliminates extra calibrations to obtain measurements at all

13



RFPSD PROGRAM BLOCK/TASK/TYPE LISTING

BLOCK 1 - CALIBRATION
TASK 0 - ASK BLOCK
TASK 1 - CALIBRATION

*    TASK 2 - LIST RAW CALIBRATION DATA
TASK 3 - TRANSFER TO BASIC COMMON

- TASK 4 - PUNCH DATA ON TELETYPE
TASK 5 - PUNCH DATA ON HIGH SPEED PUNCH
TASK 6 - PUNCH TELETYPE LEADER
TASK 7 - MEASURE/CALCULATE 2-PORT S-PARAMETERS
TASK 8 - MEASURE/CALCULATE 2-PORT VSWR AND GAIN
TASK 9 - RECOVER CALIBRATION
TASK 10 - CHANGE REFERENCE PLANES
TASK 11 - CHANGE FREQUENCY LIST
TASK 12 - FORWARD REFLECTION, VSWR. RETURN LOSS.

GAIN. PHASE AND GROUP DELAY
TASK 13 - REVERSE REFLECTION. VSWR. RETURN LOSS.

GAIN, PHASE AND GROUP DELAY
TASK 14 - PLOTTING
TASK 15 - STORE DATA ON DISC FILE

BLOCK 2 - MEASUREMENTS/CALCULATIONS/MODELLING
TASK 0 - ASK BLOCK
TASK 1 - INPUT PORT MEASUREMENTS(Sll+521)
TASK 2 - OUTPUT PORT MEASUREMENTS(S22+512)

--TASK 3 - CHANGE REFERENCE PLANES
TASK 4 - CHANGE FREQUENCY LIST
TASK 5 - SERIES CONNECTION(REFERENCE PLANE LOCATION)
TASK 6 - SHUNT CONNECTION(REFERENCE PLANE LOCATION)
TASK 7 - LUMPED SERIES CAFACITOR MODEL

TYPE 0 - ASK BLOCK 2 TASK
TYPE 1 - LUMPED CONSTANT PARAMETERS - SERIES CONNECTION

- - TYPE· 2-  IMPEDANCE - SERIES CONNECTION
TYPE 3 - LUMPED CONSTANT PARAMETERS'- SHUNT CONNECTION
TYPE 4 - IMPEDANCE - SHUNT CONNECTION
TYPE 5 - LUMPED CONSTANT PARAMETERS - TERMINATION CONNECTION
TYPE 6 - IMPEDAMCE - TERMINATION CONNECTION

TASK 8 - LUMPED SERIES INDUCTOR MODEL
TYPE 0 - ASK BLOCK 2 TASK
TYPE 1 - LUMPED CONSTANT PARAMETERS - SERIES CONNECTION
TYPE 2 - IMPEDANCE - SERIES CONNECTION
TYPE 3 - LUMPED CONSTANT PARAMETERS - SHUNT CONNECTION
TYPE 4 - It'FEDANCE - SHUNT CONNECTION
TYPE 5 - LUMPED CONSTANT PARAMETERS - TERMINATION CONNECTION
TYPE 6 - IMPEDANCE - TERMINATION CONNECTION

BLOCK 3 - DATA FILE INPUT
TASK 0 - ASK BLOCK
TASK 1 - LIST S-PARAM. FROM DISC FILE
TASK 2 - CREATE S-PARAM. ARRAY FROM DISC FILE

.

TASK 3 - LIST S-PARAM. ARRAY FROM PAPER TAPE
TASK 4 - CREATE S-PARAM. ARRAY FROM PAPER TAPE

Figure 5. Block Task Information for RFPSD Modeling Program
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desired frequencies.  Since the frequency list is stored on disc
and only one frequency is retrieved at a.time, increasing the
size of the frequency list does not add to the amount of core
required to run the program. The size of the frequency list is

»limited by the amount of time available to calibrate and measure
at all desired frequencies.

Presently, all measured data is stored on the main disc. The
option of data storage on a second disc would eliminate cluttering
of the main disc and allow for transporting the data to another
computer for data reduction.  However, this option would require
more complicated changes  to the measurement program.

'*
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